New methods for identifying infectious diseases.
The goal of clinical microbiology is to identify the cause of infection, aiding rapid treatment initiation or altering empirically chosen anti-microbial regimens. Automation and molecular techniques have brought about a revolution in the clinical laboratory, ensuring ever faster and more accurate diagnoses. In the last few years however, there have been a number of developments that radically alter the way that microbiology and other diagnostic laboratories are advancing. In particular, clinical microbiology will have the opportunity to intervene at the public health level as well as at the individual patient. Experts in the new technologies discuss the advances and some of the key literature that has been published to-date. They touch upon both the potential benefits and some of the hurdles that must be overcome before the technologies are embraced fully into the clinical laboratory. This review discusses a number of technologies that may alter the way in which clinical microbiology is used to investigate infectious disease. Diagnostic services in the UK are currently undergoing a process of rationalization, which involves a shift towards laboratory amalgamation, adoption of 24/7 working patterns and greater automation in order to reduce costs. This review explores technologies that are already or are expected to be important in this on-going transition because they simplify or accelerate the complex workflows that are required for pathogen identification.